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02 / PROPOSAL SUMMARY

PHASING

RAMPSCAPE

A new network of  routes to bridge the physical, social, and community divide 
between the North and the South, opening the site edges and stitching into 

the street fabric to enrich the Custom House neighbourhood. The rampscape 
is an urban landscape of steps, terraces and ramps with pockets of 

vegetation on top and vital ancillary uses underneath.

Yokohama International Port Terminal - Foreign Office Architects 

Infinity path - MVRDV

Deptford Project - U + I

The ramp creates new community facilities that are currently lacking, such as a 
police station, a bank and a grocery shop. The ‘plug-in system’ allows for the 
ramp to be inhabited in phases, with the most urgent facilities invested first.

A PLUG-IN SYSTEM

The scaffold structure under the ramp acts as a ‘plug-in system’ for various 
commercial uses.

Pop-up electrical points will be located in the rampscape to allow for temporary 
events such as pop-up markets and outdoor performances.

SCAFFOLD STRUCTURE

The aim is to create a feeling of solidity on top whilst being as expediante as 
possible underneath.

The uses under the ramp clears space on top of the ramp for green space and 
public realm.
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Isometric view of the upper portion of the ramp. Two smaller routes branch o� at this point; one connects directly to 
the GP surgery on Freemasons Road, another connects to a small square leading to shops at street level.

View from the roof of the ExCel, looking towards the residential side of Custom House in the North. The landmark of 
the rampscape - the beacon - can be seen in the foreground.
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Ve r t i c a l  g e s t u r e s
The rock pool  is  a gesture that  is designed 
to encourage vert ical  movement through 
the ramp to ground level .  The red colour 
s ignals to something important wi th in the 
ramp, and the spiral l ing stair  is  a playful 
and invi t ing way to achieve this vert ical 
t ransi t ion.

A r c h i t e c t u r a l  l a n g u a g e

The scaffold is both economical ,  and pro-
vides a blank canvas for the maker space 
users to imprint  an ident i ty of  their  own 
onto the structure.  The structure also al-
lows a certain amount of  t ransparency into 
the maker spaces, and to the vert ical  core.

H o r i z o n t a l  g e s t u r e s

These amphitheatre spaces carved into the 
ramp, echo the rock pool ,  wi th a s imi lar  nod 
to s igni f icance. The round busking sta-
t ions are intended to encourage hor izontal 
movement along the ramp, and give a more 
fest ive atmosphere to the s i te.
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London’s Leisure 
Landscape at Excel 

Perspective of Roof at Dawn

Roof of ExCel 
View of Climbing Centre

10am May

•	 Tidal : Accommodating a range of visitors and activities

•	 Roofscape : Activated slope for cyclists & pedestrians to slowly descend into Custom House 

•	 Excel	extras	: Spaces and furniture for pop up events North of the station to complement main exhibitions

•	 New	public	space : Carved from the existing parade and surrounded by retail and creative maker spaces

•	 Solidifying	Staircase : Resurrecting the The Barge pub, within the station stairs, adding prominence and permanence

•	 Scaffold	structures : Supporting transitional retail elements as different phases of development progress

•	 Solar	leisure	landscape : Utilising the excel roof area for climbing walls, energy production and training opportunities 

•	 Raising	the	roof : A new elevated solar concourse canopy opening up views of the surrounding docks

•	 Water : Fun features in the landscape to create material link to the docks

Rock Pool
The rock pool is a place where things in-
teract. It’s architecutral translation must 
therefore be inviting and draw people in. 
The solution is a red spiral that descends 
through a co-working space beneath the 
ramp. These spaces serve to reduce un-
employment, and provide locals with skills 
to develop products that are sold across a 
surface market that activates during ExCel 
peak hours.

Hal f  House

By only creating a base structure of the 
ramp, it will form an adaptable space 
that can expand and contract according 
to demand. It will also act as a blank 
canvas, which will allow users of the fa-
cilities to stamp their own unique identity 
onto something in the neighbourhood.

The busking locations provide a vibrance 
to the area, which is missing. These spa-
tial gestures that encourage performance 
will attract local musicians to re-invig-
orate the area and diversify the pool of 
existing sterile cultural institutions around 
the site.

Performance

Low tide

High tide

‘He sought to locate new commu -
nity resources at  the edges be -

tween communit ies,  in order,  as i t 
were,  to make porous borders’

The Open City,  Richard Sennett

The activities of R.A.M.P can meet the tidal progressions of people on the site. The nodes of red represent rock 
pools along a shoreline: ‘an active zone of exchange where organisms find and feed off other organisms’
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The proposal will sit on the ramp at the junction between the north and south of 
the railway, the point of highest interaction between groups

Parasitic urbanism 
Folly for a Flyover and Parc de la Villette

 Existing Shopping Parade alignment

Ground	level	plan : Retail and maker spaces populate an arcaded perimeter around a 
new public square feature playful water features, market infrastructure, cycling facilities 
and integrated pavement charging for personal devices and electric vehicles.

Concourse	/	Roof	plan : Aerial super graphic solar leisure landscape on roof of excel.  Cantilevered 
demonstration kiosks (red dots) create more of an active street frontage beneath the elevated canopy. 
A  new staircase connection down to Seagull Lane enabling access to the historic warehouse frontages.  

Proposed	3d	view	of	proposed	northern	side	of	Custom	House	station

Retail	parade	roofscape		
Shaped to host activities 
in co-ordination with the 

programming of excel, via 
its slow descent into the 

Custom house area.

Push parade back to create a new public square and 
improve station visibility.

Sculpt the roof and landscape the new square to host 
pop up excel and other community events

Reactivate a second ground level public space further 
north at the base of the roofscape.

Varying intensities of visitor / local users over time

Skatepark,	Climbing	wall	and	night	time	gatherings	on	the	roof

Elevated	concourse	canopy	with	pixelated	solar	collectors	and	cantilevered	
retail	/	maker	/	display	booths	to	the	eastern	edge	of	the	walkway.

Precedent	for	graphic	markings	on	the	existing	concourse	pavers

Complementing	the	structural	elements	that	already	exist Solar	gardens	generating	power	for	the	community	and	training	opportunities

Concept	Elevation	:	The	new	parade	accommodating	a	flexible	range	of	uses	and	
scales	during	development	as	it	gradually	solidifies	into	its	final	form

Kit	of	interventions	to	activate	the	concourse,	roof	and	new	square.
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The	London	School	of	Architecture	would	like	to	thank	the	Charrette	

contributors	for	their	conversations	and	insight	into	the	area	
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‘Exhibition	Road’	shared	surface	strategy	offers	pedestrians	and	cyclists	a	more	
welcoming	streetscape,	at	the	junction	of	Freemason	&	Victoria	Dock	roads.		

T H E  K L A S S N I K  C O R P O R A T I O N

  www.klassnik.com 
 www.the-lsa.org

Rooftop signage to draw 
people to waterfront

Solar  landscape

Elevated canopy

Painted paver graphics

Cantilevered displays

Seagull Lane steps

Roofscape pop ups

Solidified Stairs

Market

Planned new green 
connections

Creative Production

Flexible Retail

New public space

Pub / Solid Steps

Linear water feature

Shared surface to 
junction

The	Barge	Pub	reintroduced	to	frame	the	stair	access	to	the	station	
concourse.		A	focal	point	solidified	in	the	centre	of	a	new	public	place.


